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An algebra A over a ring K is called a purely inseparable K-algebra if 
yA: A OK A0 + A gives an A OK A”-module projective cover of A. Here 
A0 is the opposite algebra to A, yA(a @ b”) = ab and A & A0 and A have 
the natural left A & A”-module structure. If  K is a field and A is a purely 
inseparable K-algebra then A must be algebraic over K (i.e., no element of A 
is transcendental over K) which implies that the Jacobson radical J(A) is nil. 
Moreover J(A) is the unique maximal ideal of A and A/J(A) is a purely 
inseparable field extension of K. If  A is a finite dimensional K-algebra or a 
commutative K-algebra then A is a purely inseparable K-algebra if and only 
if J(A) is nil (which is automatic in case A is finite dimensional) and A/J(A) is 
a purely inseparable field extension of K. Arbitrary K-algebras-with K 
a field-are purely inseparable K-algebras if and only if any of the equivalent 
statements hold: 
(a) A/J(A) and (A @ AO)/J(A @I A”) are isomorphic purely insepa- 
rable field extensions of K. 
(b) (A @ As)/J(4 @ A”) is simple and A/J(A) is commutative. 
(c) J(A) @ A0 C J(A @ A”) 3 A @ J(AO) and A/J(A) is a purely 
inseparable extension of K. 
(d) (A @ AO)/J(A @ A”) is a division algebra. 
From this it follows that a field extension is purely inseparable as a 
K-algebra if and only if it is a purely inseparable extension in the usual 
field theoretic sense. Another result on algebra pure inseparability which is 
analogous to a result on field theoretic pure inseparability is the following: 
if K is a field and L is a central subalgebra of A then A is a purely inseparable 
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K-algebra if and only if A is a purely inseparable L algebra and L is a purely 
separable K-algebra. 
A is an algebra over the ring K. All tensor products Horns and Ends are 
with respect to K unless indicated to the contrary. A0 denotes the opposite 
algebra to A with act a0 giving the canonical anti-isomorphism between A 
and 40. For any ring R the Jacobson radical is denoted by J(R). The map 
ya:-4 @AO-tAisdefinedbya@b” -+ ab. If  A @ A0 has the left A @ AO- 
module structure arising from left translation and A has the left A @A’-‘- 
module structure determined by (a @ b”) . c = acb, a, 6, c E A, then yA is a 
left A @ S-module map. 
DEFINITION 1. A is a purely iseparable K-algebra if Maya: A @ A0 + A 
gives an A @ A0 projective cover of A. 
Since A @ A0 is a free A @ A”-module the projective cover condition 
reduces to Ker ya being a small left ideal in A @ A”. This gives part (a) in the 
lemma: 
LEMMA 1. (a) A is a purely inseparable K-algebra ;J and only ;f  Ker ‘ya C 
J(A 0 A0)- 
(b) FoYxEA@AO, IEA, 
x.1 =yA(x) 
so that 
Kery, ={xEA@A~Ix.I =O>. 
(c) Let L be a commutative K-algebra and view A @L as an L-algebra. 
Let p be the natural isomorphism 
The diagram commutes: 
(d) Let B be another K-algebra and let q~ be the natural isomorphism 
(A@A”)@(BGJBo)+(A@B)~(A@B)o, 
a @ 01~ @ b @ /I0 + (a @ b) @ (a @ /3)“. 
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The diagram commutes: 
cAoA%@%ae”;._\ 
,Jz 
-.U?@ YH 
-1.. _ 
+ ;-=A@E * 
~A@E)a:A@d /- Y,@B 
(e) If  QT: A -+ B is a K-algebra map. Let r”: A0 + B”, a0 + r(a)O. The 
diagram commutes 
Hence (r @ nO)(Ker yA) C Ker y* . Equality holds ifr is suvjective. 
(f) Let T be the natural K-algebra isomorphism 
A @ A0 + A0 @ (AO)O, 
a @ 01~ -+ a0 @ aoo. 
The diagram commutes: 
Proof. The verification of part(b) as well as commutativitp of the diagrams 
is easy and left to the reader. It only remains to show that (r @ rO)(Ker yA) :~-: 
Ker y. when m is surjective in part (e). Suppose ~1 = C bi @) pi0 E Ker y. so 
that C b,/$ = 0. When r is surjective there is {ai} U {a,> C A with T(ai) 7~ hi , 
~T(OIJ = ,& . Then x == C ai @ aio - C aiai @ lo E Ker Y,,, and 57 @ no(x) = y. 
Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3. A K-algebra A is said to have GB radical if for each 
K-algebra B 
Im(J(9) @I B *- A @ B) C J(A @ B). 
It is easily verified that A has GB radical if and only if A0 has GB radical. 
PROPOSITION 4. A has GB radical iffor eachJinite set S C J(A) there is an 
n E Z such that the product of any n elements of S is zero. 
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Proof. Suppose x = x q @ bi E J(A) @ B, where B is another K-algebra. 
Let S = (xi}. Suppose there is n E Z, where 
Now consider 2 xi @ bi E A @ B; it is easily verified that (C xi @ bi)?l = 0. 
Hence (J(A) @ B + A @ B) is a nil ideal in rl @ B and lies in J(A @ B), 
[2 p. 305, Theorem 51, if for each finite set S C J(A) there is n EZ with 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5. Ij A has decending chain condition on left ideals or J(A) is a 
nilpotent ideal or any$nitelvgenerated left ideal in J(A) is nilpotent or J(A) is a 
nil ideal of elements which pairwise commute then A has GB radical. 
Proof. It is left to the reader to show that each of these conditions imply that 
for any finite set S C J(A) there is n EZ with 
n 
sqrfs = 0. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6. (a) If A is a purely inseparable K-algebra, B is an algebra 
which is separable (in the sense that B is a projecfiwe B @ B”-module) and 
X: B 3 A is an algebra morphism then 
Ker yB C Ker(B @ B” “” > A @ AO). 
(b) If A is a purely inseparable K-algebra and L is a central subalgebra of 
A then A is a purely inseparable L-algebra. 
(c) If A is a purely inseparable K-algebra, L is a commutative K-algebra 
and A @ A0 has GB, radical then A @ L is a purely inseparable L-algebra. 
(d) If A and B are purely inseparable K-algebras and both A @ A0 and 
B @ B” have GB radical then A @ B is a purely inseparable K-algebra. 
(e) Let T: A + B be a surjective K-algebra morphism. If A is a purely 
inseparable K-algebra then so is B. If Kerr C J(A), Im(J(A) @ A0 + 
A @ A”) C J(A @ A”) 1 Im(A @ J(AO) --j A @‘AO) and B is a purely 
inseparable K-algebra then so is A. In particular if Ker n C J(A), A has GB 
radical and B is a purely inseparable K-algebra then so is A. 
(f) A is a purely inseparable K-algebra if and only iy A0 is a purely 
inseparable K-algebra. 
Proof. (a) If  B is a projective B @ B”-module then 3/s: B @ B” ---f B has a 
left B @ B”-module splitting and B @ B” -7 Ker yB @ C, where C is the 
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left ideal which is the image of the splitting. Expressing the unit of B (3 B” as 
e $~ faith e E Ker ye , f  E C then e is idempotent and Ker yA is generated as a 
left ideal by e. Then by 2(e) (h @ XO)(Ker yL1) C Ker Y,~ _ If d is a purely 
inseparable K-algebra then Ker Y,~ C J(iz (3 A”) which contains no nonzero 
idempotents. [2, 13. 305, below Theorem 6.1 Hence (X @ #j(e) == 0 and 
since Ker 3/~ is generated by e it follows that Ker 3/8 C Ker(X @ ho). This 
proves part (a). 
(b) There is a natural surjective algebra homomorphism 7): A [h$K 120 - 
A $JL A0 induced by a OK O” ---f a or. O”. The diagram commutes: 
where Y,,,~ is the “y-map” for A considered as an L-algebra. Hence 
Ger Y,J = Ker Y~,~ . Since 7 is surjective it maps a small A OK do-module 
to a small A OK A”-module. Thus if A is a purely inseparable K-algebra, 
Ker yA is a small left A (GJK A”- module which implies that Ker ya,L is a small 
left A aL A”-module. Hence, A is a purely inseparable L algebra, which 
proves part (b). 
(c) By 2(c) it suffices to prove that Ker(y, @L) C ](A @ iz” &IL). 
Since tensor product is right exact Ker(y, @L) = Im((Ker yA) @L + 
A @ A0 0 L). Since A is a purely inseparable K-algebra Ker ya C J(A @ A”) 
and the assumption of GB radical leads to the factoring 
This proves part (c). 
(d) By 2(d) it suffices to prove that 
Kerh 0 ra) C J((A 0 A”) 0 P 0 Boll. 
By a standard property of the tensor product (since ya and 3/8 are surjective) 
Ker(y, @ rU) =. Im((Ker yA) @ (B @ B”) ---f (A @ AO) @ (B @ BO)) 
+ Im((A @ A”) @ (Ker yB) - (A @ A”) @ (B @ BO)). (*) 
Since ,4 is purely inseparable and A @ A0 has GB radical the first summand 
on the right hand side of (*) lies in j((i2 @ AO) @ (B @ BO)). Similarly the 
second summand lies in J((A @ AO) @ (B @ BO)) which proves that 
Ker(y, 63 yzj ) C I((-4 0 AO) @ (B @‘-I BO)). This proves part (d). 
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(e) By 2(e), (n @ rO)(Ker yA) = Ker ‘ye . Since 7~ @ Z-O is surjective it 
follows that (r @ xO)(J(~~ @ .4O)) C J(B @ BO). Hence if -4 is a purely 
inseparable K-algebra 
Ker yB = (V @ rO)(Ker y-d) C (n @ rO)(J(A @ AO)) C J(B @ B”) 
and B is a purely inseparable K-algebra. 
Since v  is surjective 
Ker(n @ no) = Im((Ker V) @ A0 4 A @ Aa) 
+ Im(A @ (Ker ~0) + A @ AO). 
If  Ker r C J(A) then Ker v” C ](A”) and if Im(j(A) @ 40 + A @ AO) C 
](A @ AO) then 
Im((Ker r) @ A0 + A @ A”) C J(A (5J AO). 
Moreover Im(A @ J(A”) + A @ AO) C ](A @ A”) implies that 
Im(A @ (Ker TO) + A @ A”) C j(A @ AO). 
Hence Ker(r @ z-O> C J(4 @ AU) and Ker(n @ 4) is a small left ideal in 
A @ Ae. If  B is a purely inseparable K-algebra then (n @ xO)(Ker yA) = 
Ker ‘ye is a small left ideal in B @ B”. Thus Ker yA is a left ideal in A @ A0 
which maps to a small ideal (submodule) by a map (7~ @ TO) having small 
kernel. 
This implies that Ker ya is a small left ideal in A @ A”; hence, A is a 
purely inseparable K-algebra and part (e) is proved. (f) follows immediately 
from 2(f). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7. (a) Suppose A is a purely inseparable K-algebra, B is a 
separable K-algebra and /\: B - A is an algebra morphism where 
is injective. Then B is commutative and the algebra morphism B @ B +mult B 
is an isomorphism. If A is a purely inseparable algebra over a field K then the 
only separable subalgebra of A is K itself. Hence the only separable and purely 
inseparable algebra over afield is the$eld. 
(b) If A is a purely inseparable algebra over a field K, then A has a 
unique maximal 2-sided ideal. 
(c) If A is a purely inseparable algebra over a field K then every jkite 
dimensional subalgebra of A is a purely insepable K-algebra. 
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(dj I f  -4 is a jnite dimensional dkision algebra over a field I\: and A is a 
purely inseparable K-algebra then d is actual& a pure@ insepavahle field 
extension of K. 
Proof. (a) By 6(a) and the assumption that A (<I X0 is injective it follows 
that Ker yB = 0. Hence yn is a K-module isomorphism. ronsider the 
commutative diagram: 
In the left triangle both I and yB are K-module isomorphisms. Hence 
(b ---f h @ 1) must be a K-module isomorphism. Then both 1 and (h - b @ 1) 
are algebra isomorphisms. Hence yB must be an algebra isomorphism. In 
the right triangle both yB and (b” --f b) are K-module isomorphisms. Hence 
(b” --f 1 (5J ho) must be a K-module isomorphism. Then both (ho --+ 1 @ b”) 
and ye are algebra isomorphisms. Hence (60 - h) must be an algebra isomor- 
phism which implies that B is commutative. Knowing that B is commutative 
one may identify B with B” via (h f--f b”). Then B @ B -m”lt B corresponds 
to B @ B” +YB B and we have already established that yn is an algebra 
isomorphism. 
Suppose K is a field and -4 is a purely inseparable K-algebra with separable 
subalgebra B. Let A: B - A be the natural inclusion map. Since the tensor 
product is over a field A @ ho: B @ B” A ,4 @ A0 is injective. By what we 
have shown B @ B -G~“‘~ B is an isomorphism. Suppose B f  K. Choose 
b E B with b E K. Then 
o+l@)b-h$JlcB~$B and mult (1 (3 b - b 0 1) = 0 
a contradiction. Hence B -=: K. 
The remaining assertion in part (a) is now immediate. 
(b) Suppose nr and N are distinct maximal 2-sided ideals in _4. Then 
Al + A‘ = A and by the Chinese Remainder Theorem ,4,‘(M n N) .s 
(A/M) @; (A/A-). By 6(e) (4/M) a (A/N) is a purely inseparable K-algebra. 
Express the unit of (A/M) @ (A/N) as e + f, where e E A/M, f E -4/N are 
orthogonal idempotents. The subalgebra Ke 0 Kf of (A/M) 0 (A/N) is 
separable and not equal to K. This contradicts part (a). Hence A must have 
a unique maximal ideal. 
(c) Suppose B is a finite dimensional subalgebra of A. Let A: B --f A be 
the natural inclusion. Since K is a field X 0 X0 is injective and we may consider 
B @ BO C A @ A”. Since Ker yH is a left ideal in the finite dimensional 
algebra R (2, B” (which must have descending chain condition) either Ker y. 
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is a nilpotent ideal or Ker yB contains an idempotent, [ 1, p. 15, Theorem 2.4A]. 
By 2(e) Kery, CKery, . I f  A is a purely inseparable K-algebra then 
Ker yA C J(A @ A”) an d contains no idempotent elements [2, p. 305, below 
Theorem 61. Hence, Ker 3/B must be a nil ideal and must lie in J(B @ BO), 
[2, p. 305, Theorem 51. Thus B is a purely inseparable K-algebra. 
(d) Let L be the center of A. It is well known that A is a separable L 
algebra. By 6(b) A is purely inseparable L algebra. Since L is a field we may 
apply part (a) of this proposition to conclude A = L, i.e., A is a finite 
dimensional field extension of K. By elementary field theory, A contains a 
unique maximal separable subfield AS over which A is a purely inseparable 
field extension. It is well known that a finite dimensional separable field 
extension is a separable algebra. Hence again by part (a), AS = K and A 
is a purely inseparable field extension of K. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLES 8. (a) Suppose S is a multiplicative system in K and A is the 
localization K, . Then identifying A with A0 the map yn corresponds to 
A @ A +mun A which is an isomorphism. Hence the kernel lies in j(A @ A) 
and A is a purely inseparable K-algebra. 
(b) Suppose K is a field of positive characteristic p and A is a field 
extension which is purely inseparable in the field theoretic sense. Then for 
eachaEAthereisnEZwithap”EK.HenceO=(lOa--al)~’”EAOA. 
Identifying A with A”, yA corresponds to mult: A @ A ---f A and the kernel 
of mult is generated by elements of the form 1 @ a - a @ 1. Hence Ker(mult) 
is a nil ideal and lies in J(A @ A), (2, p. 305, Theorem 51. This proves that A 
is a purely inseparable K-algebra in the sense of our definition (1). 
LEMMA 9. Suppose C is a commutative algebra over a Peld K and c E C 
where 1 @ 1 - 1 @ c + c @ 1 is an invertible element of C @ C. Then c 
is algebraic over K. 
Proof. Let x be the algebraic closure of K and let c = c @ 1 E C @E. 
Then c is algebraic over K if and only if c is algebraic over x, in which case 
they both satisfy the same minimum manic polynomial. Furthermore under 
the usual identification between 
(C OK C) OK Ii!- (C OK K) OK (C OK K) 
the element (1 @ 1 - 1 @ c + c @ 1) @ 1 corresponds to 1 @ 1 - 1 @ 
Z + E @ 1 and so they are both invertible if either one is. Hence it suffices to 
prove the lemma assuming that K is algebraically closed. 
Assume that c is not algebraic over K. Then 
S = {P(c) E C j 0 # P(x) E K[X]) 
481/35/I-3-23 
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is a multiplicative system in C with 0 6 S. Let I be an ideal maximal with 
respect to the property I n S = m [4, p. 1, Theorem 11, I is a prime ideal. 
Hence D = C,‘I is an integral domain; let V: C -> D be the natural map. By 
choice of S and I, V(C) is not algebraic over K and hence r(c) $ K. Since D is 
a domain, [5, p. 260, Lemma 1.11 implies that K is algebraically closed in D. 
Hence by [5, p. 260, Theorem 1.21 all invertible elements in D @ D are rank 
one tensors, i.e., of the form a @ 6, a, b E D. Since n(c) $ K the sets (1, n(c)> 
and (1, 1 - n(c)} are both linearly independent. Hence 1 @ (1 - n(c)) f  
n(c) @ 1 cannot be an invertible element in D @ D. Since 
(57 g 7r)(l @ 1 - 1 @ c + c 0 1) = 1 @I (1 - n(c)) + 71(c) & 1 
it follows that 1 @ 1 - 1 (3 c + c @I 1 cannot be an invertible element in 
c (g c. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose A is a purely inseparable K-algebra and K is a field. 
Then A is an algebraic K algebra [3, p. 6951 in the sense that every element of A 
satisfies a nontrivial polynomial in K[X]. 
Proof. Since A is a purely inseparable K-algebra for each a E d, 
1 @ a0 - a @ lo E Ker ya C J(A @ A”) 
and hence x = 1 @ 1 - (1 @ a0 - a @ 10) is an invertible element of 
A @ A”. Let &’ be the subalgebra of A generated by a. Then x centralizes 
& @ do, hence 2-l centralizes &’ @ do. Let Z be the centralizer in A of &’ 
so that Z” is the centralizer in A0 of do. Since the tensor product is over a 
field the centralizer in A @ ,4O of & @ .dO is precisely Z @ ZO. Thus 
x, x-l E Z @ Z”. Clearly z is central in Z @ Z” which implies that x-l is 
central in Z @ Z”. Let C be the center of Z; note that a E C. Again since the 
tensor product is over a field the center of Z @ ZO is precisely C @ Co. Thus 
z, z-1 E C @ Co. Under the usual identification of C @ Co with C @ C 
the element x corresponds to 1 @ 1 - 1 @) a + a @) 1. The element u”-l 
corresponds to an inverse for 1 @ 1 - I @ a + a @ 1 and so by (9) the 
element a must be algebraic over K. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 11. Suppose A is a purely inseparable K-algebra and K- is a 
Jield. 
(a) Every element of A is either nilpotent or invertible. 
(b) J(A) is a nil ideal and is the unique maximal ideal of A. 
(c) .3/J(A) is a purely inseparablefield extension of K. 
(d) If K has characteristic Z~YO then A = K @ J(A). 
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Proof. Suppose a E A and & is the subalgebra of A generated by a. 
By (10) &’ is finite dimensional and by 7(c) &’ is a purely inseparable 
K-algebra. By 7(b) & is a local algebra, let M be the unique maximal ideal. 
I f  a $ M then a is invertible in .r9 and hence in A. By finite dimensionality 
of ~2, ,%I is a nilpotent ideal; hence, if a E 111 a is nilpotent. 
(b) By [2, p. 308, Theorem 131, J(A) is a nil ideal. By 7(b) A has a 
unique maximal ideal M. Since all elements of A are nilpotent or invertible, M 
must consist of nilpotent elements. Hence by [2, p. 304, Theorem 51, 
M C J(A). Since M is the unique maximal ideal M == J(A). 
(c) We first show that A/J(A) is commutative. Since J(A) is the unique 
maximal ideal in A it is the unique maximal small A @ A”-submodule of A. 
For each a E ,4 let 
fct: A @ A0 + A, b @ co -+ bat. 
Then each fa is a map of left A @ A”-modules and must map small sub- 
modules to small submodules. Since A is a purely inseparable K-algebra 
Ker yA is a small A @ A”-submodule of A @ A”. For any b E A, 1 @ b” - b @ 
lo E Ker 3/a , and so ab - ba = fa(l @ b” - b @ lo) E J(A). This proves that 
A/J(A) is commutative. 
Since by part (b) J(A) is a maximal ideal A/J(A) is simple. Hence ,4/J(A) 
is a field extension of K. Since A is an algebraic K algebra A/J(A) must be an 
algebraic extension of K. By 6(e) A/J(A) is a purely inseparable K-algebra. 
Suppose x E A/J(A) is a separable element. Then IV generates a finite dimen- 
sional separable subfield of A/J(A). By 7(c) and (d) the subfield of A/J(A) 
generated by x is a purely inseparable field extension of K. The only separable 
and purely inseparable field extension of K is K itself. Hence x E K and 
A/J(A) is a purely inseparable field extension of K. 
(d) If  K has characteristic zero then A/J(A) = K which implies that 
A = K @ J(A). Q.E.D. 
The following theorem characterizes arbitrary purely inseparable 
K-algebras for K a field. 
THEOREM 12. Suppose A is a K algebra with K a jield. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) A is a purely inseparable K-algebra. 
(b) 64 0 AO)IJ(A 0 A’) and A/J(A) aye isomorphic purely inseparable 
jield extensions of K. 
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There is a unique field isomorphism u making the diagram commute 
YA 
A--ABA0 
1 1 
.4/j(A) L+ 
A@Ao 
J(A 0 A’) ’ 
(c) (A @ AO)/J(A @ A”) is a simpZe K-algebra and A/j(A) is a com- 
mutative K-algebra. 
(d) j(A) @ A0 C J(A @ A”) 3 A @ J(A”) and A/J(A) is a purely 
inseparable field extension of K. 
(e) (-4 @ AO)/J(A @ A”) is a$eZd extension of K. 
(f) (A @ AO)/J(A @ A”) is a division algebra. 
Proof. (a) implies (b): Since A is a purely inseparable K-algebra the kernel 
of A @ A0 -tYA A is a small left ideal in A @ A”. Hence yA(J(A @ AO)) will 
be the unique maximal small A @ As-submodule of A. By 11(b) J(A) is the 
unique maximal small A @ A”-submodule of A. Hence yA(J(A @ AO)) = 
J(A) and there is a unique isomorphism u making the diagram commute. 
ABA0 yA l A 
1 
Vl 
1 
“2 
(A 0 AO)IJ(A 0 A”) a A/J(A). 
Using the fact that 7r1 is a surjective algebra morphism and that the composite 
7aya is an algebra morphism it is easily verified that u is an algebra morphism, 
and hence an algebra isomorphism. By 11(c) A/J(A) is a purely inseparable 
field extension of K. (b) implies (c) and (e) implies (f) are obvious. 
(c) implies (e): Since the Jacobson radical is a 2-sided ideal any simple 
algebra has Jacobson radical zero. This shows that in an arbitrary algebra the 
Jacobson radical lies in all maximal ideals. I f  (A @ AO)/J(A @ AO) is simple 
then J(A @ A”) itself is a maximal ideal. Hence it must be the unique 
maximal ideal of A @A’), and must contain the ideals J(A) @ A0 and 
A @ J(AO). Hence there is a commutative diagram 
‘Y ,& 
J:AmA? 
where all the maps are surjective algebra maps. Since A/J(A) is commutative 
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so is A”/J(Ao) and (A/J(A)) @ (AO/J(AO)). Thus (A @ AO)/J(A @ /lo) is a 
commutative simple algebra; i.e., a field extension of K. 
(f) implies (a): I f  (A @ AO)/J(A @ A”) is a division algebra then for any 
left ideal N of A which contains J(A @ A”) either N = A or N = J(A @ AO). 
Since ](A @ A”) lies in all maximal left ideals of A @ A0 it follows that 
J(A @ A”) is the unique maximal left ideal of A @/lo. Hence J(A @ A”) 
contains the left ideal Ker yA and A is a purely inseparable K-algebra. 
We have now established the equivalence of (a), (b), (c), (e), and (f). 
(b) and (c) imply (d): The first few lines of the proof of “(c) implies (e)” 
shows that (c) implies 
J(A) @ A0 c J(A @ AO) 3 A @ J(A0). 
A/J(A) is a purely inseparable field extension of K by (b). 
(d) implies (a): By 8(b) if A/J(A) is a purely inseparable field extension then 
it is a purely inseparable K-algebra. By 6(e) it then follows that A is a purely 
inseparable K-algebra. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 13. Suppose A is a K algebra and K is a$eld. 
(a) If  A has GB radical then A is a purely inseparable K-algebra ;f and 
and only if J(A) is a nil ideal and A/J(A) is a purely inseparable field extension 
of K. 
(b) If A is a ftnite dimensional K-algebra then A is a purely inseparable 
K-algebra if and only if A/ J(A) is a purely inseparableJield extension of K. 
(c) If A is commutative then A is a purely inseparable K-algebra if and 
only if J(A) is a nil ideal and A/ J(A) is a purely inseparable$eld extension of K. 
Proof. (a) If  A is a purely inseparable K algebra then by II(b) and (c) 
J(A) is a nil ideal and A/J(A) . is a p urely inseparable field extension of K. 
Conversely since A has GB radical condition (d) of (12) is satisfied and A is a 
purely inseparable K-algebra. 
(b) follows from (a) since a finite dimensional K-algebra has GB radical (5) 
and nilpotent radical. 
(c) follows from (a) since a commutative algebra with nil radical has GB 
radical (5). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 14. A is a K-algebra with K a$eld. 
(a) If C is a commutative subalgebra of A and A is a purely inseparable 
K-algebra then C is a purely inseparable K algebra. 
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(b) If  C is a central subalgebra of A then A is a purely inseparable 
K-algebra if and only if A is a purely inseparable C-algebra and C is a purely 
inseparable K-algebra. 
Proof. Since A is an algebraic algebra (10) so is C. Since C is commutative 
C @ Co is an algebraic algebra. By [2, p. 308, Theorem 131 the elements of 
J(A @ A”) 3 Ker ya r) Ker yc are transcendental or nilpotent. Since C @ Co 
is an algebraic algebra the elements of Ker yc must be nilpotent and hence 
Ker yc C J(C @ CO). Thus C is a purely inseparable K-algebra. 
(b) Suppose A is a K algebra with central subalgebra C. By part (a) 
C is a purely inseparable K-algebra and by 6(b) A is a purely inseparable 
C-algebra. 
Conversely suppose that A is a purely inseparable C-algebra and C is a 
purely inseparable K-algebra. Then C is an algebraic K-algebra so that 
C @ CO is an algebraic K-algebra and has nil radical [2, p. 308, Theorem 141. 
Thus the elements of the form 1 @ co - c @ 1 E Ker yc C J(C @ CO) are 
nilpotent. The algebra map 
has kernel generated by the central nilpotents { 1 @ c - c @ ljcec , and hence 
is a nil ideal. The diagram commutes: 
where ya,e is the “y-map” for A considered as a C-algebra. Hence 
q(Ker yA) = Ker ‘ya,o . Since Ker yasc is a small left A & As-submodule 
it is a small left A OK A”-submodule and since Ker 71 is a small A @ A”- 
submodule it follows that Ker ya is a small A @ A”-submodule of A @ A”. 
Hence A is a purely inseparable K-algebra. Q.E.D. 
QUESTIONS 15. (a) Can “GB radical” be removed in 13(a)? In other 
words it it true that A is a purely inseparable K-algebra if and only if J(A) is 
a nil ideal and A/J(A) is a purely inseparable field extension of K. 
(b) Can “commutative” be removed in 14(a) ? In other words if A is a 
purely inseparable K algebra is every subalgebra a purely inseparable 
K-algebra. 
(c) Suppose A is a K-algebra with subalgebra B. In the usual way A 
is a right B-module and A0 is a left B-module by b . a0 = a”bo = (ba)O, 
a0 E A”, b E B. Thus one can define A @JB A0 and the map ~~,s: A @JB A0 + -4, 
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a @ a0 + aa. The natural map A ox A0 +O A @j)s A0 naturally makes 
A @s A0 into a left A ox A0 quotient module of A OK A0 and the diagram 
commutes: 
A 
Call A a purely inseparable algebra extension of B if Ker y,,s is a small 
submodule of A @s A”. Note that B need not be a commutative subalgebra 
of A. The proof of 6(b) applies here to show that if A is a purely inseparable 
K-algebra then A is a purely inseparable algebra extension of B. And without 
much change in the proof of 6(b) it can be shown that if B 3 C are subalgebras 
of A and A is a purely inseparable algebra extension of C then A is a purely 
inseparable algebra extension of B. The question is what does the theory of 
not necessarily commutative purely inseparable extensions look like ? 
Perhaps we should mention that this notion of purely inseparable extension 
algebra of part (c) is really only a matter of A being a ring with subring B and 
A @s A0 +YA.B A having a kernel which is a small subbimodule (or A & A”- 
submodule) of A 0s A”. We would call a ring A a separable extension of B 
if yA,s: A $JB A0 -+ A had a bimodule (or left A & A”-module) splitting. 
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